
Kitty Litter Cake 
Fun cake that looks gross but tastes good. 

Sent by Linda Nelund from KidsKuisine.com.  You will 
need a new, clean litter box and pooper scooper for this 

cake. 
Kids love the gross factor of this cake. 

Quantity Ingredients Preparation Notes 
1 - 18 oz 
box Spice or German Cake Mix 

1 - 18 oz 
box White Cake Mix 

1 pkg White Sandwich Cookies 
1 lg Box Vanilla Instant Pudding Mix 
12 sm Tootsie Rolls 
  Green Food Coloring 
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

    

   Prepare cake mixes and bake according to 
directions in any size pans.  Cool when baked. 

   Prepare pudding mix according to directions 
and chill 

   Crumble white sandwich cookies in small 
batches in blender.  They will stick so scrape 
often. 

   Set aside all but 1/4 C of cookie crumbs. 
   Add a few drops of green food coloring to the 

1/4 C of cookie crumbs and mix together using 
a fork or shake in a jar. 

   Crumble baked cakes into a large bowl 
   Toss crumbled cake with half of remaining 

cookie crumbs 
   Add chilled pudding a bit at a time.  Use only 

enough of the pudding to make cake moist not 
soggy. 

   Put mixture in litter box 
   Put three unwrapped tootsie rolls on a 

microwave safe dish and heat until soft and 
pliable. 

   Shape ends so that they are no longer blunt 
but curving slightly. 

   Repeat with three more tootsie rolls, partially 
burying them in the mixture 

   Sprinkle most other half of cookie crumbs on 
top 

   Scatter green cookie crumbs over the top to 
look like green specks in the litter. 

   Heat remaining tootsie rolls, three at a time in 
the microwave until almost melted.  Scrape 
them on top of cake and sprinkle with cookie 
crumbs arranging one or two over the edge. 

   Place box on newspaper and sprinkle a few 
more cookie crumbs on newspaper 

   Serve with new pooper scooper. 

 

 


